C-Band Timeline

Plans to make C-Band spectrum available for wireless use are more than 17 years old, and countries around the world safely use
this spectrum for 5G networks today. The FAA only recently began raising concerns or gathering data from the aviation industry,
years after the domestic processes began. The following identifies some of the key milestones that the FAA ignored.

2003
2007

JULY

WRC-03 agrees to initiate studies on the use of

C-Band
for wireless.
MARCH
Europe’s Electronic Communications

Committee
(“ECC”) decided to use the C-Band
for wireless.

2019

NOVEMBER
WRC-07 concludes on the C-Band use for
wireless in over 80 countries.

2012

OCTOBER
WRC-12 continues studying bands below 6 GHz,
including global harmonization of C-Band.

2015

2016

2020

APRIL-NOVEMBER
Wireless, aviation, and other stakeholders form
Technical Working Group to discuss 5G/aviation
coexistence. No data on specific altimeter
performance is shared with stakeholders.

FCC notifies the FAA and other agencies that it is

evaluating
allocating the C-Band for wireless.

OCTOBER
RTCA files study with FCC examining C-Band

5G/radio
altimeter coexistence. No data on
specific altimeter performance is shared with
government or other interested stakeholders.

First C-Band auctions for 5G in Europe.


AUGUST
FCC Notice of Inquiry opens opportunity for FAA
and others to comment on commercial wireless
use in the C-Band. Aviation industry files in the
record; FAA raises no public concerns.

2018

JANUARY
European Commission mandates that the
C-Band will be the first primary band for 5G.
MARCH
Congress passes MOBILE NOW Act requiring
 FCC to evaluate “the feasibility of allowing
the
commercial wireless services, licensed or
unlicensed” to use or share the C-Band. FCC
issues a Public Notice for comments.
FAA raises no concerns.

FCC shares information with federal agencies
(including FAA) through NTIA’s IRAC process on
draft C-Band Order. FAA raises no concerns.
MARCH
FCC releases Report and Order making C-Band
available for commercial wireless use. FCC
rejects aviation industry’s claims as inadequately
supported. FCC directs aviation industry to take
into account the new spectrum environment.

NOVEMBER
European Commission identifies the C-Band as
“the primary band suitable for the introduction
of 5G-based services in Europe.”

JULY

APRIL
Japan assigns the C-Band for 5G.
NOVEMBER
Based on a U.S. Government proposal, WRC-19 adopts
a resolution to study the harmonization of the C-Band
in the Americas. FAA raises no concerns.

Congress passes the Spectrum Pipeline Act,
which calls for spectrum below 6 GHz to be
identified for licensed wireless use; a separate
Congressional report identifies the C-Band as a
candidate band. FAA raises no concerns.

2017

FCC adopts NPRM opening further opportunity
for comment on “the needed out-of-band
emission limit required to protect the
aeronautical radionavigation service.” Aviation
industry files in the record; FAA raises no public
concerns.

DECEMBER
FAA and DOT send letter to NTIA (released
publicly in Oct. 2021) asking NTIA to raise issue in
FCC public record; NTIA declines.

2021

DECEMBER 2020-JANUARY 2021
FCC conducts the C-Band auction, the highestgrossing spectrum-auction in FCC history (and
the world).
NOVEMBER
FAA issues bulletin on 5G in the C-Band,
 first official request FAA makes for radio
the
altimeter/5G data.

